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The Quarter in Brief
The third quarter of 2018 shall be remembered as a
great one for stocks. The Dow Industrials, Nasdaq
Composite, and S&P 500 all rose as bullish investors
maintained their confidence in the face of some
momentous news developments. Consistently strong
economic indicators and impressive corporate profits

helped motivate the summer rally. While the prospect
of a global trade war did not ruffle Wall Street,
investors in other regions shouldered more worry
about the imposition of tariffs. Meanwhile, the
Federal Reserve continued raising interest rates, the
housing market cooled, and wage growth improved.1

Domestic Economic Health
The trade war with China that began in the second
quarter intensified in the third, even while both
nations attempted to resume negotiations. On July 6,
China and the U.S. each imposed import taxes on $34
billion worth of each other’s products. August 23 saw
both parties expand the tariffs to cover $50 billion in
goods. On September 24, the U.S. placed a 10% tariff
on $200 billion more of Chinese imports, slated to rise
to 25% in 2019. China retaliated with further tariffs on
its end, assessing levies on $60 billion more of
American-made products reaching its borders.2
Apart from a trade war, there was also a crucial trade
deal at the end of the quarter. On September 30, the
U.S., Canada, and Mexico agreed to a trilateral update
for the North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA). The tentative accord must now be approved
by the respective governments of all three nations. It
stipulates that cars in the NAFTA region must be built
with 75% or more of their parts manufactured in the
three nations, or face tariffs; additionally, 40-45% of
cars being built in the region will have to be made by
workers paid at least $16 an hour. The agreement
would also institute new trade secret and intellectual
property standards and environmental regulations
intended to thwart unlawful animal, fish, and timber
importation and permit easier access to Canada’s
dairy market.3
Federal Reserve officials decided on another quarterpoint interest rate hike. The September 26 decision
took the federal funds rate to a target range of 2.002.25%. Notably, the latest Federal Open Market
Committee statement removed the word
“accommodative,” symbolically shutting the door on
the easy money era. In the press conference after that

news release, though, Fed chairman Jerome Powell
referred to the new funds rate level as
“accommodative.” This was the central bank’s third
rate move of 2018, and one more is widely expected
in December. The FOMC now projects 3.1% growth
for the economy in 2019, as opposed to the prior
forecast of 2.8%.4
Consumers were keenly optimistic this summer. The
Conference Board’s monthly consumer confidence
index shows excellent readings of 127.9, 134.7, and
138.4 for July, August, and September, respectively.
Those numbers include revisions to the July and
August readings. In September, the University of
Michigan’s consumer sentiment index settled at
100.1, only the third time in the last 14 years it has
topped 100.5,6
The Institute for Supply Management’s factory sector
and service sector purchasing manager indices
signaled that businesses were in good shape as well.
ISM’s service sector index went from 55.7 in July to
58.5 for August, and its manufacturing PMI went from
58.1 in July to 61.3 a month later.7
The July and August employment reports from the
Department of Labor were fair to good. July saw
employers add a mediocre 147,000 net new jobs, but
that improved to 201,000 the next month. More
importantly, the annual rise in worker wages
improved to 2.9% in August from 2.7% in July,
approaching the level economists have long wanted
to see in this recovery. In both months, the headline
unemployment rate was just 3.9%; the
underemployment (U-6) rate ticked down to 7.4% in
August from 7.5%.8
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Annualized inflation lessened in Q3. The Consumer
Price Index displayed a yearly increase of 2.9% in July,
then 2.7% in August; yearly core consumer inflation
went from 2.4% to 2.2%. The Producer Price Index
actually retreated 0.1% in August after a flat July; that
retreat took its yearly advance down to 2.8% from the
previous 3.3%.9 Other key indicators largely offered
good news. By the end of the third quarter, the
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Bureau of Economic Analysis had delivered its third
estimate of Q2 GDP: 4.2%. Hard goods orders were up
4.5% in August, following a 1.2% dip in July. Retail
sales jumped 0.7% in July, but just 0.1% in August.
Industrial output was up 0.4% in both those months;
manufacturing output rose 0.3% in July and 0.2% a
month later. Last but certainly not least, personal
income rose 0.3% in both July and August.

Global Economic Health
Apart from the NAFTA update and the U.S.-China
tariff battle, there was plenty of other news drawing
the attention of investors here and abroad.
As the quarter ended, just six months remained until
the Brexit, and the question was whether the United
Kingdom’s separation from the European Union
would be hard or soft. A hard Brexit would leave a
free trade agreement in place, much like Canada has
with the E.U., whereby the U.K. could recast its trade
and immigration policies and create its own
commerce regulations. Prime Minister Teresa May is
against this Brexit route; some estimates forecast it
could deliver a long-term economic blow of 5% of
GDP. May has pushed for her “Chequers” proposal,
which would allow seamless trade between the U.K.
and E.U. while allowing freedom of movement to and
from the E.U. for the U.K. population and autonomy
over its services. E.U. leaders and the U.K.’s Labour

party, however, oppose this “soft” Brexit concept.
Italy put a scare into E.U. leadership when its populist
coalition government moved to run a 2.4% annual
deficit through 2021, a risky move given that its debt
equals 130% of its GDP. Italian leaders aimed to lower
taxes, provide a basic income, and lower the
qualification age for retirement pensions.10,11
Were tariffs already impacting China’s economy?
Perhaps. The nation’s official factory PMI slipped to
50.8 in September, a 7-month low; the private
Caixin/Markit manufacturing PMI hit 50.0, showing a
sector on the verge of contraction. Export orders
contracted for the fourth month in a row. While
India’s economy was growing 8.2% through the first
half of 2018, its rupee had lost about 13% against the
dollar by the time Q3 ended, a painful consequence
given the upturn in crude oil prices; similar currency
slides affected Argentina and Turkey.12,13

World Markets
The Nikkei 225 was the one major foreign index that
performed as well as its American counterparts
during the quarter. It rose 8.14%. The MSCI World
Index also had a fine Q3, improving 4.53%. France’s
CAC 40 also went into the plus column with a gain of
3.31%; India’s Sensex advanced 2.27%, and the
Australian All Ordinaries added 0.57%.14,15

On the other hand, Hong Kong’s Hang Seng slumped
4.03% for the quarter. MSCI’s Emerging Markets
index fell 2.02%, and the United Kingdom’s FTSE 100
lost 1.66%. Canada’s premier benchmark, the TSX
Composite, settled 1.26% lower for the quarter, and
the Shanghai Composite declined 0.92%. The German
DAX index retreated just 0.48%.14,15
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Commodities Markets
Palladium and oats finished first and second in
commodity performance across the past three
months, logging respective gains of 15.73% and
11.47%. RBOB gasoline advanced 6.97%; WTI crude,
5.38%; wheat, 1.90%; natural gas, 1.38%; the U.S.
Dollar Index 0.09%. WTI crude settled at $73.56 on
the NYMEX at the end of the quarter.16,17

There is also a long list of losers from Q3. Corn
retreated 2.66%; platinum, 4.27%; soybeans, 4.30%;
gold, 5.19%; copper, 6.30%; cotton, 8.59%; silver,
8.95%; sugar, 13.31%; coffee, 14.05%; cocoa, 16.89%.
Lumber was the worst performer during the three
months ending in September, dropping 31.91%. Gold
closed the quarter at $1,196.20 on the COMEX, silver
at $14.69.16,17

Real Estate
Existing home sales make up the vast majority of
residential real estate transactions, and according to
the National Association of Realtors, they declined
0.7% in July and went flat in August. NAR’s pending
home sales index did bode well for the near future, as
it showed housing contract activity down 0.8% for
July, then 1.8% for August. One signal that seller
expectations seemed to be moderating: the sudden
difference in annual price appreciation for the 20-city
S&P CoreLogic Case-Shiller home price index. The July
edition (the latest available) showed prices rising
5.9% year-over-year, down from 6.4% in June.9
The Census Bureau did find the pace of new home
sales 3.5% improved in August after a 1.6% decline for

July. It also measured a 9.2% jump for housing starts
in August, in contrast to a 0.3% dip a month earlier.
(Building permits increased by 1.5% in July, but then
slipped 5.7% in August.)9
On June 28, Freddie Mac’s Primary Mortgage Market
Survey calculated a 4.55% average interest rate on a
30-year home loan. The mean rate on the 30-year
FRM in the September 27 edition of the PMMS:
4.72%. Average interest rates for 15-year FRMs and
5/1-year ARMs were respectively 4.04% and 3.87%
back on June 28; they stood at 4.16% and 3.97% on
September 27.18

Looking Back at the Numbers…
% CHANGE

YTD

Q3 CHG

1-YR CHG

AGG

1.60%

0.11%

-1.22%

EAFE

-3.76%

0.76%

-0.01%

S&P 500

8.99%

7.20%

16.09%

Looking Forward
The third quarter definitely flipped the usual Wall
Street yearly script, in which bulls take the summer
off between spring and fall rallies. No such behavior
in 2018: the three major indices rose as much in the

third quarter as some analysts felt they would all year.
As the table below shows, the Dow Jones Industrial
Average led the way in Q3 rather than the Nasdaq
Composite. The small-cap Russell 2000 advanced
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3.26% in Q3, and the accepted volatility index for Wall
Street, the CBOE VIX, slipped 24.67%. The Dow ended
the quarter at 26,458.31; the S&P 500, at 2,913.98;
the Nasdaq, at 8,046.35.1,19
In Q3, the current bull market became the longest in
the annals of Wall Street, driving stocks to new record
heights. The Nasdaq topped both 7,000 and 8,000,
marking the first time it had crossed a pair of 1,000point thresholds since 1999.20
The third quarter was not only remarkably rewarding
for investors, but also remarkably tranquil: during the
quarter’s last 70 trading sessions, the S&P 500 did not
make a single 1% move. That kind of calm may be rare
in Q4, which quickly presents investors with both the
fall earnings season and a midterm election. CNBC
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just polled a sample of Wall Street strategists, and
their consensus forecast calls for the S&P 500 to
advance 1.7% further during the remainder of 2018.
Whether the index lives up to that projection or not,
this does seem to be a
worthwhile time to stay invested in equities.
Economic indicators are still solid, for the most part;
the latest GDP reading is impressive, and wages are
keeping pace with inflation. Investors who want some
reassurance might find it in the fact that since 1946,
the S&P has never retreated in the 12 months after a
midterm election. Wall Street is nothing if not
unpredictable, of course, and some legendary market
falls have happened early in fourth quarters – but
currently, there is much to be optimistic about, and
that optimism may persist through the end of the
year.24
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Important Risk and Disclosure Information.
Investing has risks, some of which may be substantial depending on the objective. Investors should carefully consider their objectives, risk tolerance and
time horizon before investing. There is no guarantee that investment objectives will be achieved. Diversification does not necessarily ensure a profit or
protect against a loss. Certain investments discussed may not be liquid. ETF’s, non-traded securities and closed-end funds and other investments could be
worth more or less than their net asset value when bought or sold. A complete description of risks can be found in the prospectus for each investment.
This material is provided on an informational basis only and should not be construed as a solicitation for any specific product or service. The views
expressed in this report are those of investment professionals and are current only through the date when this was delivered, and are not intended as
investment advice or a recommendation to purchase or sell specific securities. All discussion of asset allocation and/or portfolio diversification reflects
general principles and does not represent a recommendation for specific action.
These opinions may change at any time without notice, and there is no assurance that any securities discussed herein, will remain in an account at the
time you receive this information. It is not possible to invest directly in an Index. Various index names that we refer to may be registered trademarks. Past
performance does not predict future results. While every effort has been made to verify the information contained herein, we make no representations as
to its accuracy.
Wealth and Pension Services Group, Inc., (WPSGI) and its affiliates and its employees are not in the business of providing tax or legal advice. Tax‐related
statements, if any, may have been written in connection with the marketing of the transaction(s) or matter(s) addressed by these materials, to the extent
allowed by applicable law. Any such taxpayer should seek advice based on the taxpayer’s particular circumstances from an independent tax advisor. You
should only rely on your statements from you custodian(s) for definitive information about your accounts, holdings and transactions. While we make every
effort to ensure the accuracy of reports we provide, our company is a registered investment advisor, not a custodian, so we must rely on information from
other sources for generating reports and cannot guarantee the accuracy of such information.
WPSGI does not give any representation or warranty as to the reliability, accuracy or completeness of any third party material, nor does WPSGI accept any
responsibility arising in anyway ( including negligence) for errors in, or omissions from such third party material. The fact that third party information was
provided through WPSGI does not constitute an endorsement, authorization, sponsorship, or affiliation by WPSGI its owners, or its employees. Securities
offered through Triad Advisors, Inc. Member, FINRA/SIPC. Investment Advisory services offered through Wealth and Pension Services Group, Inc.
Please see form ADV 2 and part B for a complete description of services, conflicts and disclosures. A copy can be requested by calling 770-333-0113.

This material was prepared by MarketingPro, Inc., and does not necessarily represent the views of the presenting party, nor their affiliates. The
information herein has been derived from sources believed to be accurate. Please note - investing involves risk, and past performance is no guarantee of
future results. Investments will fluctuate and when redeemed may be worth more or less than when originally invested. This information should not be
construed as investment, tax or legal advice and may not be relied on for the purpose of avoiding any Federal tax penalty. This is neither a solicitation nor
recommendation to purchase or sell any investment or insurance product or service, and should not be relied upon as such. Indices do not incur
management fees, costs and expenses, and cannot be invested into directly. All economic and performance data is historical and not indicative of future
results. The Dow Jones Industrial Average is a price-weighted index of 30 actively traded blue-chip stocks. The NASDAQ Composite Index is a marketweighted index of all over-the-counter common stocks traded on the National Association of Securities Dealers Automated Quotation System. The
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Standard & Poor's 500 (S&P 500) is a market-cap weighted index composed of the common stocks of 500 leading companies in leading industries of the
U.S. economy. NYSE Group, Inc. (NYSE:NYX) operates two securities exchanges: the New York Stock Exchange (the “NYSE”) and NYSE Arca (formerly known
as the Archipelago Exchange, or ArcaEx®, and the Pacific Exchange). NYSE Group is a leading provider of securities listing, trading and market data products
and services. The New York Mercantile Exchange, Inc. (NYMEX) is the world's largest physical commodity futures exchange and the preeminent trading
forum for energy and precious metals, with trading conducted through two divisions – the NYMEX Division, home to the energy, platinum, and palladium
markets, and the COMEX Division, on which all other metals trade. The DAX 30 is a Blue Chip stock market index consisting of the 30 major German
companies trading on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange. The CAC-40 Index is a narrow-based, modified capitalization-weighted index of 40 companies listed on
the Paris Bourse. The STOXX Europe 600 Index is derived from the STOXX Europe Total Market Index (TMI) and is a subset of the STOXX Global 1800 Index.
The FTSE 100 Index is a share index of the 100 most highly capitalized companies listed on the London Stock Exchange. BSE Sensex or Bombay Stock
Exchange Sensitivity Index is a value-weighted index composed of 30 stocks that started January 1, 1986. The Nikkei Asia300 Index is based on the
"Asia300" group of must-watch companies selected by Nikkei. The composite index is supplemented by an index focusing specifically on companies in the
ASEAN region, as well as individual indexes for 11 countries and regions. The MSCI World Index is a free-float weighted equity index that includes
developed world markets, and does not include emerging markets. The MSCI Emerging Markets Index is a float-adjusted market capitalization index
consisting of indices in more than 25 emerging economies. The Russell 2000 Index is a small-cap stock market index of the bottom 2,000 stocks in the
Russell 3000 Index. The CBOE Volatility Index® is a key measure of market expectations of near-term volatility conveyed by S&P 500 stock index option
prices. The PHLX Oil Service Sector Index (OSX) is a modified market weighted index composed of companies involved in the oil services sector. Additional
risks are associated with international investing, such as currency fluctuations, political and economic instability and differences in accounting standards.
This material represents an assessment of the market environment at a specific point in time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events, or a
guarantee of future results. MarketingPro, Inc. is not affiliated with any person or firm that may be providing this information to you. The publisher is not
engaged in rendering legal, accounting or other professional services. If assistance is needed, the reader is advised to engage the services of a competent
professional.
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